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1) This is my #Qanon thread for posts beginning the afternoon of April 3.  

 

My theme: Dark To Light

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DZ5z2dwVwAAr3rd.jpg

2) #Qanon posted this.  

Several events Q warned us about are coming to light.
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3) Conservative Treehouse is developing this story about Rod Rosenstein and the secret instructions he

gave to Robert Mueller. 

#Qanon  

https://theconservativetreehouse.com/2018/04/03/prequel-specific-instructions-from-rod-rosenstein-

to-robert-mueller-surface/

Prequel – Specific Instructions From Rod Rosenstein to Robert Mueller Surface…
Overnight last night Special Counsel Robert Mueller released an attachment as part of a responsive court
pleading.   The attachment was a previously unknown letter from Asst. Attorney General Rod R…

https://theconservativetreehouse.com/2018/04/03/prequel-specific-instructions-from-rod-rosenstein-to-robert-…

4) There's this news regarding the military and the border,  

#Qanon  

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/04/03/trump-says-military-will-secure-southern-border-until-

wall-can-be-built.html

Trump says the military will secure the southern border until wall can be built
President Trump on Tuesday said that the U.S. will be securing the southern border with the military until a
wall can be built, calling the move a “big step.”

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/04/03/trump-says-military-will-secure-southern-border-until-wall-can-be…

5) #Qanon responded to his previous post.  

As soon as the MSM realized the YouTube shooter was not someone they wanted to demonize, the

narrative shifted.
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6) An anon asked if P stands for Pope. 

#Qanon responded.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DZ6V4L3XUAAmh-n.jpg

7) An anon responded to the previous post by asking #Qanon about the connection to the Rothschilds.  

( I assume Q reposted it because it's a relevant question.)
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8) #Qanon responded. 

(I'm still working on this one)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DZ6WaGLXcAEgimE.jpg

9) #Qanon responded to his previous post with a question and then answered it.  

 

When Q says there are meetings where no phones are allowed, he's telling us that phones are a way to

allow the NSA to eavesdrop on your activities. Epstein allowed phones, thus, there are recordings
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10 )#Qanon responded to his previous post with the letter "H."
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11) An anon observed that Hillary signed her emails with an "H." 

#Qanon
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12) #Qanon posted this.
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13) Note the details.  

#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DZ6XsV0XUAATWqO.jpg

14) This may be helpful. 

#Qanon  

The Crown Princes of Hell in LaVeyan Satanism
The crown princes of Hell are central to the beliefs of Satanism and the Church of Satan. Learn what these
princes represent to LaVeyan Satanists.

https://www.thoughtco.com/crown-princes-of-hell-95917
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15) An anon posted this. 

#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DZ6aadrX4AAeroD.jpg

16) #Qanon responded.
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17) #Qanon performed a couple of security tests.
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18) #Qanon posted this with a link.
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19) Here's the link #Qanon posted. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/xW2ijF2ya1c

20) #Qanon said this.  

I believe it refers to Trump's decision not to visit the UK. 

Contrary to the public narrative. I believe a rogue operation was in place to harm him. 

They failed. 

Q posted 188 exclamation marks. 

1 more than 187 (murder)
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21) here's an article about Trump's canceled visit to the UK. 

#Qanon  

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/jun/11/donald-trump-state-visit-to-britain-put-on-hold

Trump's state visit to Britain put on hold
US president told Theresa May he did not want trip to go ahead if there were large-scale public protests

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/jun/11/donald-trump-state-visit-to-britain-put-on-hold

22) #Qanon posted this. 

+ = Soros 

++ = Rothschild 

+++ = House of Saud
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23) Here's an older post by #Qanon for reference.
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24) Here's another older post by #Qanon for reference.
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25)  please unroll this one.@threadreaderapp
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